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Abstract

Chinese ancient poems are unique in tonal patterns, rhyme schemes and imaginary beauty. Learning and generating Chinese poems automatically is a charming yet challenging task. Traditional approaches involve various language modeling and machine translation techniques, while recent studies focus on deep learning methods, particularly with the recurrent neural network (RNN) model. Although promising, current RNN-based approaches seem ‘forget’ too much and quickly during training and inference, which prevents it from dealing with the complex tonal, rhyme and sentiment patterns.

This paper studies the attention-based sequence-to-sequence learning in Chinese poem generation. Specifically, we encode the input key words by a bi-directional Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM) model and then predict the entire poem by an attention-based LSTM model. Both the LSTM and attention-based LSTM are well known in preserving long-term dependency and thus suitable for learning the complex patterns of Chinese poems. Our study shows that the new approach indeed can learn long-distance complex structural and rhythmic patterns very well, and thus can be used to generate Song iambics, a particular type of Chinese classical poems that involve flexible structures and complex rhythmical patterns and have never been successfully generated by machines before.
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1 Introduction

The ancient Chinese classical poetry is an important and special cultural heritage with over 2,000 years of history. There are many genres of Chinese classical poetry e.g. Tang poetry, Song iambics, Ming poetry and Qing poetry. Different types of classical Chinese poetry have their own specific structural, rhythmical and tonal patterns. The structural pattern regulates how many lines and how many characters for each line; the rhythmical pattern requires that the last characters of certain lines hold similar vowels; the tonal pattern requires characters in particular positions hold particular tones, i.e., "Ping" (level tone), or "Ze" (downward tone). A good poem should follow all these three pattern regulations (in a descendant order of priority), and has to hold consistent semantic meaning and emotional characteristics. For this reason, it is very difficult to create Chinese classical poetry.

Roughly speaking, Chinese classical poems can be classified into regulated verses and iambics. Regulated verses involve were mostly popular in Tang dynasty (therefore often
called ‘Tang poem’), and iambics gained the most popularity in Song dynasty (so often called ‘Song Iambics’, or ‘Song Ci’ in Chinese). Compared to regulated verses that hold very strict structures (fixed number of lines and fixed number of characters per line) and rhythmical patterns, Song Iambics are more flexible: their structures and rhythmical patterns are not necessarily identical, instead each lyric may follow one of some pre-defined ‘tunes’. Song Iambics were originally lyrics of songs that young female artists perform thousands years ago, and the different tunes actually correspond to different melodies. An example of Song Iambics is shown in Table 1. The tune name is ‘虞美人(Beauty Yu)’. The rhythmical patterns are labelled as bold characters, and the tonal patterns are provided after each line, where ‘P’ represents level tone and ‘Z’ represents downward tone.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Beauty Yu</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>春花秋月何时了，(<em>P</em> ZPPZ)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>When will there be no more moon and spring flowers,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>往事知多少。(*Z PPZ)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For me who had so many memorable hours?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>小楼昨夜又东风。(*P * ZZPP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My attic which last night in vernal wind did stand,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>故国不堪回首月明中。(* * * P * ZZPP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reminds cruelly of the lost moonlit land.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>前朝玉颜宛在。(*P * ZPPZ)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carved balustrades and marble steps must still be there,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>只是朱颜改。(* ZPPZ)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>But rosy faces cannot be as fair.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>吾君能有几多愁。(*P * ZZPP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If you ask me how much my sorrow has increased,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>此是一江春水向东流。(* * * P * ZZPP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Just see the overbrimming river flowing east!</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: An example of a Song Iambics with a popular tune ‘Beauty Yu’. The rhyming characters are in boldface, and the tonal pattern is shown at the end of each line, where ‘P’ indicates level tone and ‘Z’ indicates downward tone, and ‘*’ indicates that the tone of this character can be either level or downward.

In this paper, we are concerned with automatic generation for Chinese classical poems. Although some research has been conducted, most of the existing approaches focus on regulated verses. For more flexible genres, e.g., Song Iambics, little progress has been achieved. There are many difficulties in Song Iambics generation compared to generating regulated verses, e.g., Tang poems. Firstly Song Iambics are often much longer than Tang poems, which makes it not easy to control the theme (e.g., topics, emotional status) and the semantic flow (i.e., relations between consecutive lines); secondly, there are much more regulations in structures, rhythms and tones, and learning so many regulations is not trivial; thirdly, the remained works that can be used as training data are very limited for each tune, which makes the model training challenging.

In this paper we propose a novel attention-based Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM) model for Song Iambics generation. Specifically, we follow the sequence-to-sequence learning architecture, and use the LSTM model as the encoder and decoder. It is well-known that the LSTM model is capable of learning long-distance information and so can largely alleviate the quick-forgetting problem associated with the traditional RNN [1]. Additionally, the attention-based approach proposed recently by [2] is adopted to provide fine-grained supervision. The attention-based approach generates each character by referring to all the characters of the input, and automatically locates the most relevant character that the generation should be based on. This is a powerful supervision mechanism that enables
accurate character-level supervision and thus can model the strict structural regulations and the subtle emotional states of Song Iambics. Since the generation always looks at the input sentences, the entire generation is strongly enforced to follow the same theme defined by the input, which is more important for Song Iambics generation that often suffers from severe ‘concept drift’ after generating a few sentences.

We employ our approach to generate Song Iambics in two tunes which we can find reasonable training data. The experimental results show that the new approach can generate Song Iambics so well that the subjective test could not tell the difference between human-created and machine-generated iambics.

2 Related Work

Poem automatic generation is a hot but challenging research topic over the past decades. The first category of methods is based on rules and templates. For example, [3, 4] employed a phrases search approach for Japanese poem generation, and [5] proposed an approach based on word association norms. [6, 7] used semantic and grammar templates for Spanish poem generation.

The second approach is based on various genetic algorithms [8, 9, 10]. For example, [10] proposed to use a stochastic search approach to obtain the best matched sentences. The search is based on four standards proposed by [9]: fluency, i.e., a poem must be read fluently; meaningful, i.e., a poem must intentionally convey some conceptual message that is meaningful under some interpretation; and poetic, i.e., a poem must exhibit features that distinguishes it from non-poetic text; coherent, i.e., a poem should discuss some focused topics. These four standards are also used as the evaluation metric in our experiments.

The third approach to poem generation is by various statistical machine translation(SMT) methods. This approach was used by [11] to generate Chinese couplets, which can be regarded as simple regulated verses with only two lines. Their approach formulates the couplet generation as a phrase-based SMT where the second sentence of the couplet is regarded as a translation of the first one. [12] extended this approach to generate Chinese quatrains (four-line Tang poem), where each line of the poem is generated by translation from the previous line.

Another approach to poem generation is based on summarization. For example, [13] proposed a method that retrieves high-ranking candidates of sentences out of a large poem corpus given users’ queries. These candidates are segmented into constituent terms which are then grouped into clusters. By re-organizing the terms from different clusters iteratively, sentences that conform the regulation patterns are selected as the generation.

More recently, deep learning methods gain much interest in poem generation. For example, [14] proposed an RNN-based approach to generate Chinese quatrains. By this approach, the first line is generated by a character-based RNN language model [15] given some input keywords, and then the subsequent lines are generated incrementally by accumulating the status of the sentences that have been generated so far. This approach performs well when generating quatrains (a particular type of Tang poems); however the model seems rather complicated (involving four RNN components in total) so is not easy to be extended to generate poems with more complex patterns, e.g., Song Iambics.

Our approach follows the RNN-based approach and thus closely related to the work [14], however there are several important differences that make our proposal novel. Firstly, we use the LSTM rather than the ordinary RNN to obtain long-distance memory; secondly,
we use the attention-based framework to enforce theme consistency; thirdly, our model is a simple sequence-to-sequence structure, which is much simpler than the model proposed by [14] and can be easily extended to generate poems with different genres. Particularly, we employ this model to generate Song iambics that involve much more complex structures than regulated and regulations and thus have never been successfully generate by machines.

3 Method
In this section, we first present the attention-based framework, and then describe our implementation for the encoder and decoder models that have been tailored for Chinese classical poem generation.

3.1 Attention-based architecture
The attention-based sequence-to-sequence learning is a general framework where the input sequence is converted to a sequence of latent variables (hidden states) that represent the semantic status at each position of the input, and this sequence is then used to regulate the generation for a new sequence, where at each generation step, the most relevant input is discovered by comparing the ‘current’ status of the generation and the latent variables of the input. The hidden states are generated by an encoder, and the generation is performed by a decoder.

![Figure 1: The attention-based sequence-to-sequence learning framework for Song iambics generation. The picture is largely reproduced from [2].](image)

The entire framework is illustrated in Figure 1 when applied to generate Chinese classical poems. The encoder (a bi-directional LSTM as will be discussed shortly) converts the
input Chinese characters denoted by \((x_1, x_2, \ldots)\) into a set of hidden states \((h_1, h_2, \ldots)\), and the decoder uses this hidden states to generate the poem character by character, denoted by \((y_1, y_2, \ldots)\). The first step of the generation uses the last hidden state \(h_T\), and at each step \(t\) of the subsequent generation, the prediction for the next character \(y_t\) is based on the ‘current’ status \(s_t\) of the generation as well as \((h_1, h_2, \ldots)\) of the original input. An important concept is that the dependence on the hidden states \((h_1, h_2, \ldots)\) are computed by the relevance between \(s_t\) and each of \(h_i\), denoted by \(\alpha_{t,i}\). This means that the prediction will pay more attention to the history that is more similar to the current status.

### 3.2 Implementation details

The encoder of the attention-based framework shown in Figure 1 converts the input characters into a sequence of hidden stats, so that each hidden state encapsulates the semantic meaning of the input a particular position. Typically an RNN model is used as the encoder, however conventional RNNs tend to forget history information quickly in the forward propagation, and so is not suitable to learn long-distance patterns that are often observed in Song Iambics. To improve the memory for complex pattern regulations, we use a bi-directional LSTM model as the encoder. It is well-known that LSTM is capable of learning long-term patterns and using the bi-directional structure further improves the information each hidden state involves.

The decoder of the attention-based framework generates poems depending on the hidden states generated by the encoder. It can be a simple RNN model that maintains an internal status vector \(s_t\), and for each generation step \(t\), a context input \(c_t\) is accepted and the most probable output \(y_t\) is generated based on \(s_t\). This can be formulated as follows:

\[
y_t = \arg\max_y p(y|s_t, c_t, y_{t-1})
\]

where \(s_t\) is updated after each prediction, formally written by

\[
s_t = f(s_{t-1}, c_{t-1}, y_t)
\]

where \(f(\cdot)\) is the update function that is determined by the model structure. In this study, we the LSTM model to implement the decoder. As has been discussed, the LSTM model is capable of remaining long-distance information. By this model, the update function involves a couple of linear projections and non-linear activations.

The context vector \(c_t\) represent the external input during the generation, and is often used to provide some global information. For example in [14], \(c_t\) is derived from all the sentences that have been generated so far. In the attention-based approach, \(c_t\) is derived from all the hidden states of the input sequence, e.g., keywords or the first sentence provided by users, formulated as:

\[
c_t = \sum_{j=1}^{J} \alpha_{t,j} h_j,
\]

where \(h_j\) is the state variable of the \(j\)-th input character, and \(\alpha_{t,j}\) is the ‘attention’ paid on \(h_j\), derived by:
\[ \alpha_{ij} = \frac{\exp(e_{ij})}{\sum_{k=1}^{T} \exp(e_{ik})} \]

\[ e_{ij} = \tanh(Ws_{i-1} + Uh_j), \]

where \( W \) and \( U \) are two matrices that need to be optimized during model training.

### 3.3 Global representation

Although the attention-based approach can discover the most interesting part to pay attention and accordingly generate more focused sentences, the global representation \( h_T \) derived at the end of the input sequence is still important and deserves special treatment. This is because only at the end of the sentence, the true intention of the sentence can be derived. There are two possible ways to involve \( h_T \): global once (GO) and global always (GA).

The GO method involves \( h_T \) as the initial input for the generation. This strategy has been taken in ([16, 17]) for building the intermediate representation for machine translation. The method proposed by [14] belongs to this category. The drawback of the global once method is that the supervision will be gradually lost when generating more and more characters, leading to the problem of concept drift. On the other hand, this is also an advantage, as it allows more creative generation. In contrast, the GA method involves \( h_T \) at each step of the generation, by either influence the LSTM gates or the output directly. GA offers stronger supervision and helps consistent generation, but it also constrains the innovation.

It should be highlighted that the attention-based approach collaborates pretty well with the global representation: the global representation focuses on general themes while the attention discovers fine-grained matching. This leads to interesting trade-off between consistency, regulation and innovation in Song iambics generation, as we will show in the next section.

### 4 Experiments

#### 4.1 Data and evaluation

We use the corpus provided by [14]. This corpus involves Chinese classical poems of various genres, including Tang poems, Song Poems, Song iambics, Mining Poems, Qing poems, and Tai Poems. There are 284,899 poems in total. The main task focus on Song iambics generation, for which we train models for two tunes: ‘Beauty Yu’ and ‘Butterflies Love Flowers’. The training data for the two models are 216 and 349 iambics written by the poets in the history, respectively. Another 21 iambics in ‘Beauty Yu’ and 35 iambics in ‘Butterflies Love Flowers’ are used for test.

We choose the subjective evaluation and ask for 18 people to evaluate the quality of the generated poems. The participants are all graduate students. Although not experts, they all accepted basic training in reading and analyzing Chinese classical poems for many years. We choose pair-wised evaluation, in which the participants are asked to compare pairs of poems that are generated by different models, where the model generated for a particular poem is unknown and random. The evaluation is based on four metrics: Poeticness (if words are poetry like), Meaning (if the poem is meaningful), Coherence (if the meaning/style is consistent across lines) and Fluency (if a line reads fluently). The participants are asked
4.2 Experimental results

We choose some iambics that were created by poets in the history and use their first lines as the input to different models to generate the entire iambics. Three models are compared: the GO model which involves global once information only; the GA model which involves global always information; the GO + Att model which involves both global once information and the attention mechanism. We also compare the generation from the GO + Att model with the poems created by poets (denoted by ORG). The experimental results are presented in three group of comparisons: GA vs GO, GO vs GO + Att, and GO + Att vs ORG, as shown in Figure 2, 3 and 4.

Several interesting observations can be obtained from these results. First of all, from Figure 2 it seems that the GO approach outperforms the GA approach in terms of all the four metrics. This is consistent to the observations that [18] obtained in image recognition, and suggests that for Song iambics that involve relatively flexible structures, a reasonable initial state is sufficient for the decoder to generate reasonable sentences. Too strong regulation from the global information may lead over strong regulation that hurts the innovation for new expressions and detriments the contribution of the pattern regulations learned by the decoder RNN.

Additionally, Figure 3 shows that by introducing the attention mechanism, the quality of the generated poems is reduced. This is not expected as the attention mechanism tends
Figure 3: Comparison between GO and GO + Att.

Figure 4: Comparison between GO + Att and ORG (human created poems).
to provide better regulations. We checked the generated poems, and found that that many sentences generated by the GO model were just duplicated from an existing poem in the training corpus, therefore were scored high. This is probably because the training data is relative limited, therefore it is very easy to get the training overfitted. With the attention mechanism, additional fine-grained regulations are introduced based on the input (which is not in the training set), which encourages the generation composing new sentences related to the input, instead of copying one from the training data.

Probably the most striking result is Figure 4. This figure shows the comparison between the poems generated by human and machines (the GO+Att model). The results indicate that in many cases (about 2/3 in proportion), the GO+Att model is so good that people can nearly tell which is generated by a computer and which is generated by a poet. This is very encouraging and it demonstrates the great power of machine learning techniques in modeling human languages. We show two iambics generated by the machine, and more can be found in the attachment.

Table 2: An example Song iambics in tune ‘Butterflies love flowers’.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>蝴蝶花</th>
<th>一剪秋风剪面扇</th>
<th>情情深深</th>
<th>断送人无睡</th>
<th>睡起又将轻别后</th>
<th>苦风暗将花解楼</th>
<th>凌波无处处</th>
<th>只解朱弦</th>
<th>又是人相遇</th>
<th>人去何须寻小院</th>
<th>相逢添得入肠断</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Table 3: An example Song iambics in tune ‘Beauty Yu’.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>娆美人</th>
<th>枝枝喜庆生辰到</th>
<th>英英纱蝴蝶冷</th>
<th>惊星虽少阳关情</th>
<th>不似楼头不负</th>
<th>可怜枝</th>
<th>可怜枝</th>
<th>谁解为谁解</th>
<th>更把东流别</th>
<th>不如今夜里花枝</th>
<th>莫把旧时侯后</th>
<th>且徘徊</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

5 Conclusion and future work

In this paper we proposed an attention-based sequence-to-sequence learning approach for Chinese Song iambics generation. Our model can prevent the limitations of conventional RNN-based approaches from dealing with the complex tonal, rhythmic and structural patterns. Previous work on poem generation mostly in the quatrain and regulated verse with fixed number of lines and fixed number of character in each line. We remove this limitation by adopting the attention-based framework and so can conduct automation generation for arbitrary length of Chinese poems such as Song iambics. Experimental results show that our approach can learn pattern regulations of Song iambics pretty well, and the subject test can even not tell the difference between the poems generated by machines and people.
Based on the unique advantages of our model in generating poems of arbitrary length, we will extend our approach to other forms of literary genres in Chinese, e.g., Han Fu, Yuan qu, Legend and even novel. Of course, we can and want to extend the approach to other forms of literary genres in other languages, e.g., Shakespearean sonnet and fiction.
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